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Unsteady wind loads due to turbulence within the telescope enclosure are one of the largest dynamic
disturbances for ground-based optical telescopes. The desire to minimize the response to the wind in-
fluences the design of the telescope enclosure, structure, and control systems. There is now significant
experience in detailed integratedmodeling to predict image jitter due to wind. Based on this experience, a
relatively simple model is proposed that is verified (from a more detailed model) to capture the relevant
physics. In addition to illustrating the important elements of the telescope design that influence wind
response, this model is used to understand the sensitivity of telescope image jitter to a wide range of
design parameters. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 110.6770, 120.7280.
1. Introduction
Understanding the effect of unsteady wind forces on
telescope structures during the design phase has
long been the subject of research [1,2]. This is parti-
cularly relevant as telescopes get larger, while the de-
sired performance gets more stringent. The current
design efforts for extremely large telescopes have re-
sulted in substantial progress in understanding the
wind environment within the telescope enclosure
[3–7] and in detailed integrated modeling to under-
stand the effects of wind on performance [8–10].
These integrated models include (i) a structural
model obtained from finite element analysis that in-
cludes many degrees of freedom, (ii) an optical model,
either directly employing ray tracing or a linear mod-
el obtained from prior ray tracing, (iii) a description
of the wind forces, e.g., fromwind-tunnel data or com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) or a parameterized
model informed by CFD, and (iv) a control model for
the relevant degrees of freedom. These models are
essential for understanding which effects are impor-
tant, and to what extent. However, based on the ex-
perience that has been gained from these efforts, and
from the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) integrated
modeling in particular, a much simpler model is
given here that captures the relevant physical pro-
cesses involved in determining the image jitter re-
sponse for a large optical telescope. The wind also
results in image degradation due to optics misalign-
ment (typically small) and from the motion of the
primary mirror (M1) segments caused by forces on
M1. While this latter response may be significant
[10], we focus on image jitter.
In addition to documenting the achieved under-
standing about how to predict the wind response
of large ground-based telescopes, the simpler de-
scription can be used to understand the parametric
sensitivity of the response to choices in wind-loading
parameters (external wind speed, dome reduction
factor, outer scale of turbulence, and spatial correla-
tion length), structural design parameters (cross-
sectional areas, moment arm about the elevation
axis, inertia, and quasi-static structural flexibility),
and key control parameters (mount control and opti-
cal guide loop bandwidths).
The approach taken to model wind response of the
Very Large Telescope [2] included a von Karman
wind model and an aerodynamic attenuation factor,
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and the response due to the finite mount control
bandwidth was computed. Padin and Davison [11]
added both structural dynamic amplification and
the response of M1 due to loads on the top end struc-
ture. Neither of these latter effects should be signif-
icant for a well-designed structure, although their
analysis was essential to ensuring that this is true
for future telescopes.
While the broad approach here is similar in some
ways to these earlier parametric models, the under-
standing of which physical processes matter, and
which can be neglected, can now bemade on the basis
of the full integrated models, and the description
herein thus differs in several ways. The description
of wind forces on the telescope is now informed by
substantial wind-tunnel and CFD analyses (see [4]
in particular). The wind description also includes a
more thorough analysis of the spatial coherence of
the pressure than has been used in previous studies
(see Subsection 2.A). This allows an accurate treat-
ment of the forces on long slender structural mem-
bers supporting the top end of the telescope (M2
and any additional components); the aerodynamic at-
tenuation factor typically applied, e.g., in [2] is only
appropriate for low-aspect-ratio structures. The full
integrated model demonstrates that the dominant
contribution to image jitter is due to residuals from
the mount control system (MCS), and typically the
elevation axis in particular. The quasi-static struc-
tural flexibility contributes slightly, but dynamic am-
plification from structural resonances is negligible. A
low-bandwidth guide loop is sufficient to make the
structural contribution small compared to the mount
control contribution to image jitter. The response can
therefore be estimated by (i) estimating the spectrum
of torque disturbances about the elevation axis, (ii)
computing the torque response for the elevation-axis
MCS, and (iii) multiplying the spectrum and re-
sponse and integrating.
The emphasis here is on understanding the rele-
vant processes and parameters to predict the re-
sponse, given a set of input parameters, and not
on the specific values of the parameters. These will
clearly vary as a function of the design. TMT para-
meters are used herein only as a design point, at
which a more detailed model exists that is used to
validate the simple approach.
The next section describes the estimation of wind
forces and the telescope response. This model is jus-
tified in Section 3 by comparing the response to the
predictionsmade by a full integratedmodel. Section 4
then uses the model to explore how the response var-
ies for a wide range of parameters.
2. Modeling
A. Wind Force from Velocity
Before discussing wind-loading assumptions specific
to telescopes, it is useful to first clarify the relation-
ship between wind speed and force, and in particular
the resulting spectrum, including spatial decorrela-
tion effects.
The instantaneous velocity u can be decomposed
into its mean u and unsteady component u0, with
urms as the root mean square (rms) of the unsteady
velocity, and turbulence intensity I ¼ urms=u. The dy-
namic pressure is proportional to u2 ¼ ðuþ u0Þ2, and
by subtracting off the mean, the unsteady component
of pressure is proportional to
u2 − u2 ¼ 2uu0 þ ðu02 − u02Þ: ð1Þ
If u0 is normally distributed, then the rms of u2 − u2
can be expressed as the square of an “effective”
velocity [4]:
u2eff ¼ ½ð2uurmsÞ2 þ 2u4rms1=2 ¼ 2Iu2ð1þ I2=2Þ1=2;
ð2Þ
and the rms unsteady pressure is then prms ¼ 12 ρu2eff ,
where ρ is the air density. The second term in Eqs. (1)
and (2) is often ignored, which is a reasonable approx-
imation even for a turbulence intensity of order 0.5.
Typically, von Karman spectra are assumed; this is
well validated for turbulence inside the telescope en-
closure [4]. The von Karman spectrum for velocity
[12] as a function of temporal frequency f can be
written as
Φuðf Þ ¼ u2rms
 ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
Γð2=3ÞΓð5=6Þ
π3=2

L0=u
½1þ ðL0f =uÞ25=6
ð3Þ
¼ u2rms
4Lu=u
½1þ 70:74ðLuf =uÞ25=6
; ð4Þ
where normalizing the spectrum leads to either the
expression involving Gamma functions or the factor
of 70.74 (see, e.g., [13]). Both L0 in (3) and Lu in (4)
have been referred to as the “outer scale of turbu-
lence.” The former is consistent with general usage
in turbulence modeling, and that is the definition
we follow herein. (Lu is an average correlation
length, not the largest scale.)
The Kolmogorov scaling arguments that lead to
the −5=3 exponent in the frequency dependence of
the velocity spectrum give a −7=3 exponent for pres-
sure [14]. Introducing the outer scale in the same
manner as for the von Karman velocity spectrum
yields the (normalized) pressure spectrum:
Φpðf Þ ¼ p2rms

2
ﬃﬃﬃπp
3Γð2=3ÞΓð5=6Þ

L0=u
½1þ ðL0f =uÞ27=6
:
ð5Þ
It is common to assume that the pressure spectrum
has the same −5=3 exponent as the velocity spec-
trum; this could be inferred by neglecting the final
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term in (1). However, this incorrect assumption shifts
a greater fraction of the energy to higher frequencies.
Note that Eq. (5) is experimentally verified, e.g., in
measurements on the Gemini primary mirror [4].
The force is obtained by integrating pressure over
a surface of area A. At low frequencies, the unsteady
pressure is spatially correlated over long distances,
while at higher frequencies, the spatial correlation
length decreases. It is essential to include this effect
in modeling the wind force. A final slope of −13=3
for the force spectrum has been observed in wind-
tunnel force measurements on low-aspect-ratio bluff
bodies [13].
The force spectrum is given by the product of the
pressure spectrum in Eq. (5) and a frequency-
dependent spatial decorrelation factor Hðf Þ (see
Eqs. (8) and (9), for example). This factor can be de-
rived by integrating the pressure over the area to ob-
tain force (see Appendix A):
Hðf Þ ¼

1
1þ ðf =f xÞ2
×
1
1þ ðf =f yÞ2

1=2
: ð6Þ
This is equivalent to adding n independent forces in
quadrature, where n is the ratio of the length of the
structure to the frequency-dependent correlation
length. The characteristic frequencies f x and f y de-
pend on the local mean wind speed and the projected
length and width of the structural member ℓx and ℓy
as f x ¼ u=ðγℓxÞ, f y ¼ u=ðγℓyÞ. The value γ ¼ 2, derived
in AppendixA A for a 1-D structure, corresponds to a
correlation length of half the wavelength.
A common (but not technically correct) approach is
to describe the pressure spectrum using the −5=3
Kolmogorov exponent for the velocity spectrum as
noted above, and then to still obtain the correct
−13=3 final slope for the force spectrum, this is multi-
plied by the empirically derived aerodynamic at-
tenuation factor [2,13,15]:
χ2ðf Þ ¼

1
1þ ð2f
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
=uÞ4=3

2
: ð7Þ
For low-aspect-ratio bluff bodies for which ℓx≃
ℓy ≃
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A
p
, then the product of the von Karman pres-
sure spectrum and decorrelation Hðf Þ is similar to
the product obtained using the spectrum with the
Kolmogorov exponent for velocity and the aerody-
namic attenuation factor in Eq. (7). However, for
high-aspect-ratio structural members relevant in
telescope wind analysis, the different decorrelation
in different directions matters; this will be shown
in the example in Subsection 3.D.
Note that both the original measurements and the
theory underlying Eq. (6) are appropriate for bluff
bodies with flat surfaces orthogonal to the wind.
For more cylindrical structures (such as the top
end of a telescope), most of the force in the wind di-
rection is produced over a smaller fraction of the
cross-sectional area, reducing the effective size of
the structure relative to the scale size of turbulence,
and thus reducing the effective value of γ.
Given the various different expressions common in
obtaining the amplitude and spectrum of force from
the velocity, the clarification above is essential; this
allows us to now develop the wind model appropriate
for telescope structures.
B. Wind Model for Telescopes
A support structure representative of those being de-
signed for future large optical telescopes is sketched
in Fig. 1 to illustrate the structure exposed to wind
turbulence above the elevation axis. The second-
ary mirror is supported by a tripod or quadrupod,
rather than the spider-supported system common
in the current generation of optical telescopes. While
the support members may have significant cross-
sectional area, the spatial decorrelation of pressure
along their length significantly reduces the net un-
steady force on them.
The following assumptions greatly simplify the
description of the response and are validated by
the full integrated model.
i. Image jitter caused by unsteady wind forces is
dominated by the loads on the upper part of the tele-
scope (top end and structural members) rather than
by forces across the primarymirror. This is a result of
lower wind speeds near the primary (assuming a
well-designed enclosure).
ii. For a well-designed telescope structure, the
impact of these loads is almost entirely image motion
(optical tip/tilt); the effect that the wind on the top
end has on either optical misalignment or M1 seg-
ment displacements is small in comparison. (This
was not true for some telescope structural designs
where the load path from the secondary support
passed through the primary mirror cell [11].)
Fig. 1. Representative extremely large telescope design showing
upper structural members relevant for wind loads. The top unit is
supported by a quadrupod or tripod structure that connects to a
ring between the elevation axis and the top unit. Only the mem-
bers above the ring will be used in the simplified model.
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iii. Most of the image jitter comes from the MCS
residual rather than structural deformation (either
quasi-static or resonant), and, therefore, represent-
ing the disturbance as a wind torque about the drive
axes, or equivalently as a single force at the top end
of the telescope (rather than a distributed load) is a
reasonable approximation.
iv. The azimuth axis has higher inertia and lower
moment arm for wind loads and, thus, will typically
havelowerresponse.Hence,onlytheelevation-axisre-
sponseneeds to be included; the approachhere can ea-
sily be extended to also predict the azimuth response.
v. The peak torque response occurs near the
−3dB bandwidth of the MCS, roughly 0:5Hz for ex-
tremely large telescopes. This means that the model
does not need to be accurate either at very low fre-
quencies (which are adequately controlled by the
MCS) or at very high frequencies (where the inertial
response of a massive structure is small).
vi. In particular, low-frequency wind loads due to
variations in external wind speed and orientation are
adequately controlled, and only the loads due to tur-
bulence need to be estimated. This is also the domi-
nant source of unsteadiness measured inside the
Gemini enclosure [4].
vii. Some model of spatial decorrelation is essen-
tial for capturing the wind response correctly. For
mean wind speed u and at frequency f, the correla-
tion length is a fraction 1=γ of the frozen-turbulence
wavelength λ ¼ u=f , with γ ¼ 2 for a long slender
structural member.
viii. From (v) and (vii), and for wind speeds inside
the telescope enclosure of order 2m=s (for example),
the correlation length is of order 2m at the peak re-
sponse frequency of 0:5Hz. This means that forces on
different structural members that are separated by
more than this dimension are uncorrelated and
can be added in quadrature without significant error.
The torque spectra can be estimated separately for
the top end of the telescope and for each structural
member above the elevation axis and added in the
frequency domain.
ix. Because both the wind speed and the moment
arm decrease with distance away from the top end,
most of the response is due to the top-end area
and uppermost structural members, and the remain-
ing structure above the elevation axis can be ignored.
Assuming that the wind speed on the uppermost
members is the same as the wind speed at the top
end reduces the number of parameters required to
characterize wind loads without significant error.
x. Wind speed and pressure follow von Karman
power spectra. This is well validated by measure-
ments at Gemini, in wind-tunnel testing, and in
CFD; see [4] for a summary.
xi. The forces can be obtained from the projected
area, an estimated drag coefficient, and the dynamic
pressure.
Given the above assumptions, the following equa-
tions describe the spectrum of the unsteady wind tor-
que about the elevation axis. Nomenclature and
representative parameter values (for TMT) are given
in Table 1. For ease of scaling, the mean velocity at
the telescope top end u ¼ αU
∞
is defined as the pro-
duct of the external wind velocity U
∞
and the reduc-
tion factor α that is provided by the enclosure.
Force spectra are defined for the telescope top end
(subscript M2), and the structure that supports it
(subscript s). The latter has ns identical structural
members (three for a tripod support; see Fig. 1 for
an illustration). The spectra, as a function of fre-
quency f, are
ΨM2ðf Þ ¼ F2M2Φpðf ÞHM2ðf Þ ð8Þ
Ψsðf Þ ¼ nsF2sΦpðf ÞHsðf Þ: ð9Þ
Table 1. Parameters Affecting Wind Force on Structurea
Parameter Meaning Value
L0 Outer scale [defined by Eq. (3) or (5)] 30m
ρ Air density 0:9kg=m3
U
∞
External mean wind speed 8m=s
α Ratio of mean wind speed at top end to external 0.25
I Turbulence intensity inside enclosure 0.5
CD;M2 Drag coefficient of top end structure 1.5
CD;s Drag coefficient of upper structural elements 2
AM2 Transverse cross-sectional top-end area 10m2
ℓx Projected length of each upper structural element 13:5m
ℓy Width of each upper structural element 0:6m
hM2 Mean height of top end above elevation axis 25m
hs Mean height of upper structure above elevation axis 17:5m
ns Number of identical elements in upper structure 3
γs Number of uncorrelated turbulence cells per wavelength, structure 2
γM2 Same as above for M2 1
aRepresentative values (taken from TMT) are provided to indicate the point in parameter space at which the model herein is verified.
The external wind speed, of course, varies, and the internal wind speed varies with orientation, even for a fixed enclosure design. Note that
with a tripod structure, the projected area facing the wind is a factor of
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
smaller than the actual area, independent of orientation
(assuming that the three support members add in quadrature, and neglecting the on-axis area of each member).
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FM2 and Fs are the net unsteady forces if the pres-
sure was correlated across the top end or a structural
member, respectively, of the form
F ¼ CDA
1
2
ρu2eff ; ð10Þ
using the appropriate cross-sectional area and drag
coefficient and with ueff from Eq. (2). Φpðf Þ is the
pressure spectrum from Eq. (5) with prms set to 1
(since this is already accounted for in the force).
The spectrum depends only on the local mean wind
speed and the outer scale of turbulence. Hðf Þ is the
effect of the spatial decorrelation over the projected
area of the structural member in both length and
width, from Eq. (6).
The total torque spectrum about the elevation axis
is obtained by adding the force spectra multiplied by
the relevant moment arm squared
ΨTðf Þ ¼ h2sΨsðf Þ þ h2M2ΨM2ðf Þ: ð11Þ
It is clear how to extend this to include all of the
structural members above the elevation axis in
Fig. 1; they are neglected here for simplicity in
parameterization.
C. Response Model
Image motion is related to wind torque through the
torque rejection transfer function RðsÞ, which de-
pends on the telescope structure and the control
law. Hence
θ2rms ¼
Z
∞
f¼0
ΨTðf ÞjRðf Þj2df ; ð12Þ
whereΨTðf Þ is defined in Eq. (11), θrms is the rms im-
age motion, and Rðf Þ is the transfer function RðsÞ
evaluated at s ¼ jω ¼ j2πf .
The closed-loop torque response due to the finite
mount control bandwidth can be computed from
the open-loop torque responseGðsÞ and the controller
transfer function KðsÞ as RMCðsÞ ¼ G=ð1þGKÞ. The
achievable control bandwidth on a given structure
depends on the details of the structural dynamics, in-
cluding damping. However, the low-frequency torque
response is adequately represented if the telescope is
modeled only with the inertial response GðsÞ ¼
1=ðJs2Þ, where J is the moment of inertia about
the elevation axis.
Rather than using the exact controller transfer
function designed for a particular structure, the re-
sponse can be parameterized in terms of the control
bandwidth f c by assuming a proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) control law with well-damped zeros.
The relevant bandwidth is the −3dB point on the
sensitivity S ¼ 1=ð1þGKÞ. If
KðsÞ ¼ ki=sþ kp þ kds ¼ Jβωkðs2 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ωksþ ω2kÞ=s
ð13Þ
for PID gains ki, kp, and kd, then choosing ωk ¼
ð2πf cÞ=2 and β ¼ 3 gives the desired bandwidth
and a 60° phase margin.
The quasi-static effect of the telescope structural
compliance can also be added to the mount response
computed above. Compliance can be obtained from
the structural and optical model by applying a unit
static force on the top end with the control loops
closed (or with a locked-rotor model) and computing
the resulting image motion. For consistency with
the units of R, this can be scaled by the moment
arm to give the image motion per unit torque, RSC.
Since it is the same wind force that produces both
the elevation-axis rotation and the structural bend-
ing, the combined image motion adds linearly, not in
quadrature.
The effect of an optical guide loop can be included
by high-pass filtering of the response spectrum.
Assuming integral control and a 60° phase margin
due to time delay, then the sensitivity transfer func-
tion for an optical guide loop with bandwidth f g can
be modeled as
FðsÞ ¼ s
sþ ωge−sτ=ωg
; ð14Þ
where ωg ¼ 2πf g and τ ¼ 1=12 (delay normalized by
bandwidth). Then RðsÞ in Eq. (12) is
R ¼ F

RSC þ
G
1þGK

: ð15Þ
At a relatively low bandwidth (e.g., for the para-
meters in Table 2), the guide loop has minimal effect
on the response due to the finite mount control band-
width, but it significantly reduces the contribution
due to structural compliance. Thus, even at a low
bandwidth, the presence of the guide loopmeans that
it is a reasonable assumption to ignore the compli-
ance. Thus, while the simulations in Section 4 use
the parameterization in Eq. (15), choosing RSC ¼ 0
and F ¼ 1 would yield almost the same prediction
for image jitter.
Representative parameter values (taken from
TMT) are given in Table 2.
3. Verification
A. Thirty Meter Telescope Example
Wind response predictions for the TMT [16] are used
as an example to validate the model presented in the
previous section. The TMT uses a Calotte enclosure,
which is quite different from other enclosure designs.
This leads to smaller wind loads on the telescope
(reflected in the nominal choice of α in Table 1),
but it does not affect the process for evaluating wind
response.
To evaluate wind response of the TMT, two differ-
ent integrated models have been used, thereby pro-
viding independent cross checks of the response to
wind loads. We here compare the simpler dedicated
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model described above with integrated models en-
compassing all major dynamic effects of the telescope
system. The model summarized below originates
from a generic set of simulation tools first applied
for the proposed Euro50 extremely large telescope
[17,18] and then later expanded and applied to the
European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) [8].
A few specific aspects have been explored in more de-
tail in a separate integrated model described in
[9,10]; these include the effect of the guide loop,
and a more detailed mount control design to main-
tain bandwidth with lower structural damping.
B. Integrated Model
A block diagram of the integrated model is shown in
Fig. 2; the second integrated model is similar but ne-
glects details of the segment dynamics and control.
The structure submodel originates from an ANSYS
finite element model of the telescope that has been
exported to the integrated model environment
(MATLAB). A model reduction has been performed
by modal truncation retaining 5000 modes, corre-
sponding to eigenfrequencies below 111Hz, and the
structure converted to state–space form (for input
w and output y, _x ¼ Axþ Bw, y ¼ Cx, where the ma-
trices A, B, and C characterize the structure). Typical
values for the modal damping ratio ζ lie in the range
0.005–0.02 (e.g., Keck damping is in this range [19]).
The choice of damping ratio does not have a signifi-
cant effect directly on the wind response, but indir-
ectly affects the response because it influences the
maximum mount control servo bandwidth that can
be used. The first integrated model uses ζ ¼ 0:02,
which allows relatively simple servo designs to be
used, while the second model uses a more conserva-
tive value of ζ ¼ 0:005 along with a more detailed
servo design to maintain comparable bandwidth [20].
The main servos of the MCS have been modeled as
conventional cascade controllers, including propor-
tional-integral (PI) velocity and position loop control-
lers with roll-off above 1Hz for elevation and 2Hz
for azimuth, and with a bandwidth (−3dB sensitiv-
ity) of 0:43Hz for elevation and 0:3Hz for azimuth.
The controllers are similar to those described in
Subsection 2.C. A bandwidth of 0:6Hz in both eleva-
tion and azimuth is obtained with the more detailed
servo design.
The optical system, also shown in Fig. 2, has been
modeled using sensitivity matrices defining focal
plane spot displacements as a linear function of
the displacements of all mirror elements, including
each of the 492 segments of the primary mirror.
The resulting pointing error of the telescope is deter-
mined as the average of the spot centroid displace-
ments in two mutually perpendicular directions.
The upper part of Fig. 2 relates to the primary
mirror and to segment control; these dynamics are
included here to validate that they do not affect im-
age jitter (they are, of course, relevant for predicting
other aspects of the response). Each of the 492 seg-
ments has been modeled as a rigid body with trans-
lation in 5 degrees of freedom in a coordinate system
with origin at the nominal vertex of the primary, with
the z axis aligned with the tube axis and pointing to-
ward the sky. Segment rotation about the z axis is
neglected. Static compliance of the mirror segment
supports has been included, together with models
of each of the 3 × 492 ¼ 1476 actuators; these are
modeled as 10Hz bandwidth servomechanisms with
cascade-coupled velocity and position PI controllers.
The segment control system generates commands to
the actuators with feedback from edge sensors. The
2772 edge sensor signals are related to the segment
displacements through an interaction matrix that
can be determined from geometry. The segment con-
trol system uses a modal controller based on a singu-
lar value decomposition. Each of the 1473 observable
modes is controlled by a separate integral controller
with a 1Hz bandwidth, with the exception of the glo-
bal radius-of-curvature mode of the mirror, which is
left uncontrolled in the present model.
A thorough analysis of wind loads on all of the
upper members of the telescope has been conducted
[10], including the effects of reduced wind speed
further from the aperture, as well as reduced mo-
ment arm. The resulting wind spectrum is almost
identical to the simpler model developed herein, as
shown in Fig. 3, and only the simpler version is used
Table 2. Parameters Affecting Response to Wind Loadsa
Parameter Meaning Value
J Rotational inertia 1:4 × 108 kgm2
RSC Static compliance (image motion per unit torque) 3:4 × 10−11 rad=Nm
f c Elevation-axis mount control bandwidth 0:6Hz
f g Guide loop bandwidth 0:15Hz
aValues (taken from TMT) are provided to indicate the point in parameter space at which the model herein is verified.
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the full integrated model used for
validation.
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in validating that the simple prediction of the wind
response developed herein matches that of the full
integrated models.
C. Comparisons
Figure 4 validates the approximate torque response
prediction by comparing it with the prediction made
with the full structural model and the more detailed
servo design. Also shown is the effect of increased
mount control bandwidth and the structural static
compliance for comparison. With the nominal control
bandwidth, the static contribution is larger below
roughly 0:05Hz. Thus, if there is an optical guide loop
with at least this bandwidth, the torque response
will be dominated by the mount control. At high fre-
quencies, the structural dynamics can be significant,
but there is negligible wind energy, as seen by Fig. 3.
Figures 5 and 6 compare the image jitter spectra
computed from the integrated models to the predic-
tion using the simple approach presented herein,
using all of the approximations, except that the same
mount control and guide feedback laws are used as in
the integrated model they are compared with. These
demonstrate that the additional effects included in
the full integrated model are not essential to predict
image jitter: the small differences in the spectra in
Fig. 7 between the integrated model and the approx-
imate model are not due to missing physics, but sim-
ply due to the approximation of the control laws.
Note that the image jitter response in these figures
differs slightly from the “nominal” performance in
the next section because the parameter values in
Table 2 are rounded off for simplicity, while the exact
values are used to compare with the full inte-
grated model.
It is also worth noting that the approximations
herein break down at higher frequencies where the
response is dominated by the structural dynamics,
rather than by the mount control residual. However,
since there is relatively little wind energy at these
frequencies, the overall image jitter is accurately pre-
dicted. If the higher frequency content needs to be
understood (e.g., for adaptive optics simulations),
then the response including at least a few relevant
structural modes would be required.
D. Spatial Decorrelation
The importance of using the correct spatial decorre-
lation model is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the telescope
top end and structural members separately. Each
plot uses either the (correct) spectrum from Eqs. (5)
and (6) or the pressure spectrum with a −5=3 expo-
nent and the aerodynamic attenuation factor in (7).
For the low-aspect-ratio telescope top end, the
main difference results from using γM2 ¼ 1 in
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Fig. 3. Comparison between full wind spectrum (computed for
TMT, with forces on all structural members above the elevation
axis) and approximate wind spectrum [Eq. (11)], with parameters
as in Table 1.
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Parameters are in Table 2; structural damping in the full model
here is 0.5%. The horizontal dashed line is the static structural
compliance for comparison. The dotted curve corresponds to a
50% increase in control bandwidth for the approximation.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of response spectrum for integrated model of
TMT (solid curve) and using the simple model (dashed curve) but
with the same mount control law as the integrated model. The im-
age jitter differs by roughly 5%.
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Eq. (6), while using the fixed value of 2 in Eq. (7) in
order to compare to the result that would be obtained
if the source of the aerodynamic attenuation is not
understood. The correct value for this nonrectangu-
lar structure is not known, but is certainly less than 2
since most of the force is generated over a fraction of
the projected area. Using the −5=3 exponent shifts
energy from low to higher frequencies, while the
greater spatial decorrelation decreases energy at
high frequencies; the net effect is a reduction in en-
ergy everywhere and a 25% reduction in the pre-
dicted response due to loads on the top end.
For the high-aspect-ratio structural members sup-
porting the top end, the correct spatial decorrelation
reduces the high-frequency force relative to what
would be predicted fromEq. (7), which parameterizes
the decorrelation using only the area. Combined with
the −5=3 assumption that shifts energy to higher fre-
quencies, the typical approach yields more than a
40% increase in the predicted response due to the
structural members. This changes the situation from
the response being dominated by loads on the top
end, to the response being dominated by loads on
the structural members, which clearly would influ-
ence design choices.
In addition to different predictions due to different
assumptions about spectra, the second term in
Eq. (2), which is typically ignored, leads to a 6% in-
crease in the response at a turbulence intensity
I ¼ 0:5.
4. Parametric Dependence
It is not necessary to compute the parametric depen-
dencywith respect to all of the parameters in Tables 1
and 2, since the effects of some of them are quite
obvious (e.g., air density, rotational inertia, or mo-
ment arm). The scaling of the response to turbulence
intensity follows from Eq. (2) and is almost linear.
Figures 9 and 10 plot the image jitter predicted by
this model as a function of selected wind, structure,
and control parameters:
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but with the second integrated model that
also includes the guide control. (The decrease in response relative
to Fig. 5 is due to the higher control bandwidth, not the presence of
the guide law.)
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but using the approximate mount control
law in computing the response for the simple model. The image
jitter differs by roughly 3.5%.
Fig. 8. Effect of spatial decorrelation assumptions, either the correct (−7=3 slope) pressure spectrum and decorrelation Hðf Þ separately
in two axes, or −5=3 exponent on pressure spectrum and standard aerodynamic attenuation χ2ðf Þ. Left, effect on response due to loads on
top-end structure. Right, effect on response due to loads on upper structural members.
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• External wind speed U
∞
. While it is clear that
the response should increase at least quadratically
(since the wind force does), the actual increase is clo-
ser to U3
∞
because higher wind speed implies higher
frequency content and, thus, increases the fraction of
wind energy at the frequencies at which the system
responds the most.
• Enclosure reduction factor (ratio of internal
mean wind speed to external, keeping the turbulence
intensity the same). While the effect of this should be
the same as changing the external velocity, this is
more directly connected to the design of the enclo-
sure, while the external wind speed is essentially
fixed by the choice of site, and it is therefore useful
to visualize the dependence on this parameter.
• Outer scale of turbulence. The nominal outer
scale of turbulence is set by the aperture dimension
(the source of the turbulence); halving the outer scale
with all other parameters constant results in a
roughly 50% increase in response due to the in-
creased content at higher frequencies.
• Spatial decorrelation length factor γ. While it is
critical that this is nonzero (otherwise the assump-
tion that most of the structural support members
in Fig. 1 can be ignored is not valid), the actual re-
sponse does not depend strongly on either the decorr-
elation parameter γs for the structure (because the
decorrelation results in the response being domi-
nated by the loads on the top end) or γM2 for the
top end (because the top-end dimensions result in
relatively little decorrelation effect at the peak re-
sponse frequency for realistic choices of γM2).
• Top-end cross-sectional area. The response is
the quadrature sum of the response due to the top-
end area and that due to the loads on the support
members. The nominal parameters in Table 1 result
in the top-end contribution being roughly 35% high-
er, so doubling the top-end area results in roughly a
60% increase in the total response.
• Structure static compliance. With the guide
loop, this contribution to image jitter is relatively
small, and, thus, increasing the compliance yields re-
latively small increases in the residual image jitter.
For a sufficiently large increase, the assumption that
dynamics do not matter would not remain valid.
• Mount control bandwidth f c. Note in Fig. 4 that
increasing the bandwidth keeps the high-frequency
asymptote the same, and thus both increases the fre-
quency at which the peak response occurs (moving to
a frequency where there is less wind energy) and also
reduces the peak amplitude. The resulting wind re-
sponse scales roughly with f −2:1c .
Fig. 9. Image jitter sensitivity to wind parameters, keeping all other parameters constant at the nominal values given in Tables 1 and 2
(nominal performance indicated with circle). Top left, varying external wind speed; top right, varying internal wind speed. (The dashed
curve in both plots is proportional to wind speed cubed.) Bottom left, varying outer scale of turbulence; bottom right, varying spatial
decorrelation length scale over the support members.
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• Guide loop bandwidth. The assumed form for
the guide loop sensitivity includes some amplifica-
tion at frequencies just above the bandwidth. Thus,
depending on the wind energy at frequencies rejected
by the guide loop compared with the energy at fre-
quencies amplified by the guide loop, the closed-loop
response can increase for some choices of bandwidth.
The nominal bandwidth of 0:15Hz is sufficient to re-
ject most of the quasi-static structural response, at
the expense of an almost comparable increase in
the response due to the mount control. Increasing
the guide loop bandwidth beyond the mount control
bandwidth results in a significant reduction in image
motion. Note that if the guiding is implemented with
the mount control drives, then the nominal choice of
roughly one-fourth the MCS bandwidth is the max-
imum feasible; higher bandwidth would require tip/
tilt correction elsewhere in the telescope.
5. Conclusions
Image jitter due to unsteady wind loads inside the
enclosure of a ground-based optical telescope can
be accurately predicted using a relatively simple
model. An accurate model of the spatial decorrelation
of the pressure (as opposed to the usual aerodynamic
attenuation factor) is essential to understanding
wind forces on long slender structural members sup-
porting the top end of the telescope. The dominant
contribution to the response is from the finite band-
Fig. 10. Image jitter sensitivity to structure and control parameters, keeping all other parameters constant at the nominal values given
in Tables 1 and 2 (nominal performance indicated with circle). Top left, varying top-end area; top right, varying static compliance. Bottom
left, varying elevation axis control bandwidth (with f −2c plotted); bottom right, varying guide loop control bandwidth.
Fig. 11. Comparison of exact integral and fit for the normalized
force spectrum on a structure of length ℓx perpendicular to the
wind and comparison with normalized pressure spectrum. The
outer scale used in this figure was L0 ¼ 30m, structure length
ℓx ¼ 10m, and wind speed u ¼ 1m=s.
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width of the MCS, and the elevation axis in particu-
lar, and not from either quasi-static or dynamic
structural deformation. The mount response is small
at both low frequencies where the loop gain is high
and at high frequencies where the inertial effect is
high and has a peak response near the mount control
bandwidth.
The image jitter response scales nearly with the
wind speed cubed, because in addition to the pres-
sure (and, hence, force) scaling with the square of
the speed, higher speeds mean shorter convective
time constants and, thus, higher frequency excita-
tion, resulting in more wind energy at the frequen-
cies where the system responds. The image jitter
scales roughly with the −2 power of the mount con-
trol bandwidth; higher bandwidth means both that
the peak response frequency is higher (where there
is less wind energy) and also that the response at the
peak frequency is lower.
The image jitter scaling with parameters such as
density, cross-sectional area, moment arm, or inertia
is self-evident. The response does depend on having a
model of the spatial decorrelation of pressure, as this
greatly decreases the unsteady forces on long slender
structural members at frequencies at which the MCS
responds. However, because any realistic model of
the spatial decorrelation results in the concentrated
cross-sectional area at the top end of the telescope
being the dominant contributor to image jitter, the
response is not strongly sensitive to the assumed
spatial correlation length.
The insights gained both from understanding the
relevant physics that determine the telescope image
jitter and from understanding which parameters the
response is most sensitive to are essential in design-
ing all elements of the observatory that contribute to
the wind response: the enclosure, the structure, and
the control systems.
Appendix A: Frozen Turbulence Decorrelation
Calculation
We want to know the net force on the structure as a
function of frequency, and not simply the pressure.
The frequency-dependent spatial decorrelation to
predict the force spectrum can be obtained assuming
von Karman pressure statistics and frozen turbu-
lence. This derivation previously appeared in [10],
and is similar to that in [4] but more directly applic-
able to the assumptions made herein regarding the
geometry and wind speed characteristics.
Most structural members of the upper telescope
are long and thin, so decorrelation is primarily rele-
vant over one dimension of length ℓx. For simplicity,
consider wind speed u orthogonal to the structure,
and arbitrarily label this the x axis.
At a given wavenumber ky, the force is the integral
of the sinusoidally varying pressure along the
structure:
F ¼
Z
ℓx=2
−ℓx=2
pðyÞdy
hence
FðkyÞ ¼ ℓxjpðkyÞj
sin kyℓx
kyℓx
:
The amplitude of the pressure is obtained from the 2-
D von Karman pressure spectrum
Φ2Dp ðkÞ ¼

1
1þ ðk=k0Þ2

10=6
with wavenumber k ¼ ðk2x þ k2yÞ1=2 and k0 ¼ 2π=L0
for outer scale L0. (The exponent in the 2-D spectrum
has to differ from the 1-D spectrum in Eq. (5) so that
integrating over one spatial wavenumber dimension
will obtain the correct 1-D exponent.) Frozen turbu-
lence relates the temporal frequency to the wave-
number in the wind direction, kx ¼ 2πf =u. The
total contribution at frequency f is obtained by inte-
grating over all possible wavenumbers ky in the
orthogonal direction. Thus
ΦFðf Þ ¼ ℓ2x
Z
∞
0
Φ2Dp ðkÞ

sin kyℓx
kyℓx

2
dky: ðA1Þ
The integration can be performed numerically. The
overall temporal force spectrum that results from
(A1) can reasonably be approximated as the product
of the 1-D von Karman pressure spectrum with cor-
ner frequency set by the turbulence outer scale and
an additional attenuation factor with corner frequen-
cy that is a function of the spatial length scale of the
structure. Both factors involve the same convective
velocity to scale between spatial and temporal fre-
quencies. Therefore, if one is considering structures
that are small compared to the outer scale of turbu-
lence, one can ignore the structural spectral factor.
The structural attenuation factor (on the power
spectrum, not the amplitude spectrum) that is used
in the fit shown in Fig. 11 is
Hðf Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ ðf =f xÞ2
p
with
f x ¼
u
2ℓx
:
The high-frequency attenuation relative to the
pressure spectrum is a factor
n ¼ 2ℓxf
u
¼ ℓxλ=2
(a factor of
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
in amplitude). This is equivalent to
the force resulting from n independent turbulent
structures that add in quadrature, where the corre-
lation length that defines n is half the wave-
length λ ¼ u=f .
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